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(54) Title: RECOGNIZING CLOUD CONTENT

(57) Abstract: Recognizing cloud content techniques are described herein.
A designated storage location for cloud content corresponding to a service is
registered locally at a device. Files stored in association with the registered
storage location may be recognized as cloud content of the corresponding
service. The recognized cloud content may be handled in various ways to
customize the user experience and tailor interaction with cloud content. For
example, icons or other visual identifiers may be used within device, operat
ing system and/or application user interfaces to represent an association of
files with a particular service based on recognition of the files as cloud con
tent. Additionally, a registered storage location for a device may be em
ployed to obtain relative paths to files that may be used to roam file activity
lists between different devices.
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RECOGNIZING CLOUD CONTENT

BACKGROUND

[0001] File storage and synchronization solutions available to help users manage

documents and other content, store content "in the cloud," and access cloud content

from various devices over a network are becoming increasingly more common.

Traditionally, applications and file systems do not make distinctions between

locally maintained content (e.g., local files) and cloud content (e.g., synched files)

in terms of how the files are handled and/or presented to a user. Files having the

same type, such as multiple .txt files, may be handled substantially in the same

manner by a device without regard to whether the files are kept locally or

synchronized with other devices. Accordingly, adequate mechanisms do not

currently exist to recognize cloud content, associate cloud content with

corresponding providers, and/or enable customized handling for cloud content.

SUMMARY

[0002] Recognizing cloud content techniques are described. In an implementation,

a path name or other suitable identifier of a designated storage location for cloud

content corresponding to a service is registered locally at a device. Files stored in

association with the registered storage location are recognized as cloud content of

the corresponding storage service. Recognized cloud content may then be handled

in various ways to customize the user experience. For example, icons or other

visual identifiers may be used within device, operating system and/or application

user interfaces to represent an association of files with a particular service based on

recognition of the files as cloud content. Additionally, a registered storage location

for a device may be employed to obtain relative paths to files that may be used to

roam file activity lists between different devices.

[0003] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a

simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This

Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the

claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the

scope of the claimed subject matter.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The detailed description is described with reference to the accompanying

figures. In the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the

figure in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same reference

numbers in different instances in the description and the figures may indicate

similar or identical items. Entities represented in the figures may be indicative of

one or more entities and thus reference may be made interchangeably to single or

plural forms of the entities in the following discussion.

[0005] FIG. 1 is an illustration of an example operating environment that is

operable to employ techniques for recognizing cloud content.

[0006] FIG. 2 is a diagram depicting some example scenarios for recognizing and

handling cloud content in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0007] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting an example procedure to output visual

indications for recognized cloud content in accordance with one or more

embodiments.

[0008] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting an example procedure to construct

paths for activities with recognized cloud content using relative paths in accordance

with one or more embodiments.

[0009] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram depicting an example procedure to roam activities

for recognized cloud content in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0010] FIG. 6 is diagram depicting an example user interface for interaction with

cloud content in accordance with one or more embodiments.

[0011] FIG. 7 illustrates various an example system that can be employed to

implement embodiments of the techniques described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0012] Recognizing cloud content techniques are described. In an

implementation, a path name or other suitable identifier of a designated storage

location for cloud content corresponding to a service (e.g., a file collaboration

and/or synchronization service) is registered locally at a device. For example, a

path name may be registered using a designated data object including but not



limited to, a dynamic link library (dll) entry, database records and/or fields, a text

file, a mark-up language document, a registry entry or other suitable data object/

parameter that is designated for registering such storage locations. The registration

may occur when a file synchronization application is installed at a client. Files

stored in association with the registered storage location, such as in a folder or

subfolder under the registered path, are recognized as cloud content of the

corresponding service. For example, applications of a device may be configured to

look-up registered paths via designated data objects that are designated for

registration of file collaboration and/or synchronization services. The recognized

cloud content may then be handled at the device in various ways to customize the

user experience. For example, icons or other visual identifiers may be used within

various device, operating system, and/or application user interfaces to represent an

association of a file with a particular service based on recognition of the file as

cloud content.

[0013] Additionally, a registered storage location for a device may be employed

by an application to obtain relative paths to corresponding files that may be used to

track activities with the files in an activity list. Activity lists that associate relative

paths for cloud content with different activities may be roamed between different

devices. At each individual device, a respective registered path may be combined

with the relative paths to render an activities list having constructed paths that

correctly reference locally stored versions of synchronized cloud content.

[0014] In the following discussion, an example environment is first described that

may employ the techniques described herein. Example procedures are then

described which may be performed in the example environment as well as other

environments. Consequently, performance of the example procedures is not limited

to the example environment and the example environment is not limited to

performance of the example procedures. Next, an example user interface to enable

interaction with recognized cloud content is described. Lastly, an example system

and components of the system are discussed that may be employed to implement

embodiments of the techniques described herein.



Example Environment

[0015] FIG. 1 is an illustration of an environment 100 in an example

implementation that is operable to employ techniques described herein. The

illustrated environment 100 includes a client device 102, an other client device 104,

and a service provider 106 that are communicatively coupled via a network 108.

The client device 102, other client device 104, and service provider 106 may be

implemented by one or more computing devices and also may be representative of

one or more entities.

[0016] A computing device may be configured in a variety of ways. For example,

a computing device may be configured as a computer that is capable of

communicating over the network 108, such as a desktop computer, a mobile

station, an entertainment appliance, a set-top box communicatively coupled to a

display device, a wireless phone, a game console, and so forth. Thus, the

computing device may range from full resource devices with substantial memory

and processor resources (e.g., personal computers, game consoles) to a low-

resource device with limited memory and/or processing resources (e.g., traditional

set-top boxes, hand-held game consoles). Additionally, although a single

computing device is shown in some instances, the computing device may be

representative of a plurality of different devices, such as multiple servers of the

service provider 106 utilized by a business to perform operations, and so on.

Further examples of computing systems and devices suitable to implement

techniques described herein are described below in relation to Fig. 7.

[0017] Although the network 108 is illustrated as the Internet, the network may

assume a wide variety of configurations. For example, the network 108 may

include a wide area network (WAN), a local area network (LAN), a wireless

network, a public telephone network, an intranet, and so on. Further, although a

single network 108 is shown, the network 108 may be configured to include

multiple networks.

[0018] The client device 102 is further illustrated as including an operating system

110. The operating system 110 is configured to abstract underlying functionality of

the underlying device to applications 112 that are executable on the client device



102. For example, the operating system 110 may abstract processing, memory,

network, and/or display functionality such that the applications 112 may be written

without knowing "how" this underlying functionality is implemented. The

application 112, for instance, may provide data to the operating system 110 to be

rendered and displayed by a display device as illustrated without understanding

how this rendering will be performed. A variety of applications 112 typically

associated with client devices are contemplated including, but not limited to, a

productivity suite that integrates multiple office productivity modules, a web

browser, games, a multi-media player, a word processor, a spreadsheet program, a

photo manager, and so forth.

[0019] The client device 102 is also illustrated as including a file synch module

114. The file synch module 114 represents client-side functionality to enable

various synchronization of various files over the network 108. For example, the

client device 102 may include local storage 116 that may be used to store local files

as well as cloud content 118 the may be synchronized with other devices (e.g.,

"synched files"). The file synch module 114 may operate to connect to a service

provided by the service provider 106 to perform file synchronization and related

operations. By way of example, cloud content 118 is shown in Fig. 1 as being

associated with both the client device 102 and other client device 104. In this

context, cloud content 118 represents local versions of files that are maintained in

respective local storage 116 of multiple different devices and that may be

synchronized across the multiple different devices via file synch modules 114

deployed to the devices. The file synch module 114 may be provided as a

standalone application as illustrated and/or as a component of another application.

[0020] Additionally, the client device 102 may include a recognition module 119

configured to implement techniques for recognizing cloud content and handling

recognized cloud content accordingly as described herein. As illustrated, the

recognition module 119 may be provided as a standalone application that various

applications 112 may make use of to recognize cloud content. In addition or

alternatively, the recognition module 119 may be implemented as a component of

another application, such as being a component of a word processor or other



desktop applications. Further, although illustrated separately, the functionality of

recognition module 119 may be combined with the file synch module 114 in at

least some embodiments.

[0021] The service provider 106 is depicted as storing a resource manager 120

that represents functionality operable by the service provider 106 to manage

various resources 122 that may be made available over the network 108. For

example, various resources 122 may be provided via webpages or other user

interfaces 124 that are communicated over the network for output by one or more

clients via a web browser or other client application. The resource manager 120

may manage access to the resources 122, performance of the resources, and

configuration of user interfaces 124 to provide the resources 122, and so on. The

service provider 106 may represent one or more server devices used to provide the

various resources 122.

[0022] Generally, resources 122 made accessible by a service provider 106 may

include any suitable combination of services and/or content typically made

available over a network by one or more providers. Some examples of services

include, but are not limited to, a search service, an email service, an instant

messaging service, an online productivity suite, and an authentication service to

control access of clients to the resources 122. Content may include various

combinations of text, multi-media streams, documents, application files, photos,

audio/video files animations, images, web pages, web applications, device

applications, content for display by a browser or other client application, and the

like.

[0023] One particular example of a resource 122 that may be provided by a

service provider 106 is a collaboration service 126 as depicted in FIG. 1. The

collaboration service 126 is representative of functionality operable to provide and

manage online storage 128 that may be allocated to user accounts associated with

the service provider 106. The online storage 128 provides users with storage "in

the cloud" for cloud content 118 such as documents, application files, photos,

mobile uploads, and audio/video files so user may access their content items from

anywhere over the network 108, and share content to collaborate with others. The



collaboration service 126 also enables users to synchronize files across multiple

different devices designated by the users. Multiple collaboration services provided

by third parties (e.g., other providers) may also provide respective storage and file

synchronization. Thus, cloud content 118 may be synchronized across multiple

devices via different collaboration services through interaction with corresponding

file synch modules 114 deployed to client devices.

[0024] As represented in Fig. 1, respective versions of files corresponding to

cloud content 118 that is associated with a particular collaboration service 126 may

be stored locally by each client device in local storage 116. In an implementation,

the collaboration service 126 is also configured to store respective versions of the

files in online storage 128 for online access in addition to storing the content locally

at each device.

[0025] A service provider 106 may also store profile data in association with

client accounts. The profile data associated with a client account may describe

behaviors and activities with files, user preferences, custom templates/settings, and

so forth for one or more applications. Profile data maintained "in the cloud" may

be roamed between devices and applied to customize applications accordingly

when a client is authenticated to a corresponding account. This may include

roaming pinned items and activity lists as described in greater detail in relation to

the following figures. A single service provider 106 may provide a collaboration

service 126 in addition to enabling roaming for activities related to cloud content.

Further, the service provider 106 may provide a roaming service that may be used

to enable activity roaming for multiple collaboration services available from

different providers including the service provider and/or third parties. Accordingly,

techniques for recognizing cloud content described herein may be employed with

collaboration services provided by third parties as well as by the same

service/service provider that enables activity roaming for applications.

[0026] In at least some embodiments, clients may access the collaboration service

126 and other resources 122 provided by a service provider 106 through client/user

accounts to which the clients are authenticated. For instance, to access resources

122, a client device may provide a username and password that is authenticated by



an authentication service. When the authentication is successful (e.g., the client "is

who they say they are"), the authentication service may pass a token (or other

suitable authentication identifier/secret) to enable access to corresponding

resources. A single authentication may correspond to one or more resources, such

that authentication to a single account by a "single sign-on" may provide access to

individual resources, resources from multiple service providers 106, and/or to an

entire suite of resources available from a service provider 106.

[0027] To further illustrate techniques for recognizing cloud content, consider

now Fig. 2, which depicts a diagram showing some example scenarios for

interaction with cloud content, generally at 200. Here, the client device 102 and

other client device 104 are each illustrated as including a file synch module 114,

recognition module 119, an activities list 202, a registered location 204 for cloud

content, and storage 206 that may be used to store various files 208 locally. The

service provider 106 is depicted as including a collaboration service 126 and a

server activities list 210. In different embodiments, the collaboration service 126

and a roaming service configured to manage the server activities list 210 and roam

activities between devices may be implemented by the same service provider 106

or by different providers.

[0028] Generally speaking the registered location 204 for a device represents a top

level storage location designated for storage of files that correspond to a particular

collaboration service 126. Files, directories, and folders that are arranged logically

under the registered location 204 may automatically be recognized as cloud content

associated with the particular collaboration service 126. A location may be

registered in any suitable way and different locations may be designated on

different devices for the same collaboration service.

[0029] In one approach, the recognition module 119 represents functionality of a

client operable to register a location for files when a file synch module 114 is

installed, when a corresponding collaboration service is activated for use on the

device and/or with a particular application, when corresponding files are processed,

or otherwise. In general, the registered location 204 is recorded to a designated

data object that can be referenced by applications to obtain the registered location



204. This provides an infrastructure that collaboration services 126 from different

providers may take advantage of to register their services and thereby enable

custom interactions and roaming of activities across devices for cloud content

within applications.

[0030] More particularly, applications that support techniques described herein

can be configured to look-up registered locations 204 for one or more collaboration

services via designated data objects. In but one example, a file system registry or

other comparable file system configuration and settings mechanism may be

employed in an implementation to register locations. Accordingly, an application

may look-up a particular registry entry (e.g., key-value pair) assigned to a

collaboration service to obtain a corresponding registered location 204 for the

service. A variety of other data objects and techniques may also be designated to

store a registered location 204. By way of example and not limitation, registered

locations 204 may be implemented as file system configuration and settings

entries/values, database records, dynamic link library (dll) values, a text file, a

mark-up language document, and/or other suitable data objects or parameters that

are designated for registering such storage locations.

[0031] Registrations may also include service identifiers to distinguish different

services from one another, such as a short service name or a numeric ID. The

service identifiers enable multiple locations and/or collaboration service to be

registered on a particular device. Devices may also employ the service identifiers

to match roamed information to appropriate services and corresponding registered

locations, further details of which can be found later in this document.

[0032] Thus, a file system location such as "C:/Robyns_Files/CService" may be

registered for the client device 102 and a different location such as

"D:/Program_Files/Work_docs/CService may be registered for the other client

device 104. A user may be prompted to select the location during an install

sequence for a particular collaboration service, which causes a path to the location

to be registered. Applications may be configured to look-up the registered location

via the recognition module 119 and associate files that fall under this location with

a corresponding service. This may include various files, folders, and subfolders



that may be logically arranged in a file hierarchy under the registered location. In

other words, applications may reference registered locations 204 to recognize cloud

content that corresponds to collaboration services.

[0033] Once an application recognizes content as cloud content, the content may

be handled in various ways to customize the user experience and/or provide custom

interaction with the cloud content. This includes providing indications of cloud

content throughout the device user experience, tracking and synching activities

related to cloud content between devices, selectively enabling cloud content related

notices, options, and other functionality within applications, and so forth. For

example, file icons and folders, lists of recently used documents, favorites list,

pinned documents, links and/or other references to documents presented within an

application user interface may be rendered with visual indications to associate the

documents with corresponding services. In another example, a prompt to install a

particular collaboration service at a device may be output when cloud content

corresponding to a particular collaboration service that is not already installed on

the device is recognized. Additional details regarding these and other examples are

discussed in relation to the example user interface of Fig. 6 below.

[0034] Moreover, relative paths to the documents and/or folders that fall under a

registered location may be obtained, associated with file related activities, and

roamed for use by other devices. This may occur by storing activities lists as

profile data corresponding to client accounts to make the lists accessible across

devices. Relative paths are employed to make the roamed activities independent of

particular storage locations/paths that may be used by different devices.

[0035] Consider a text document "resume.txt" that is stored locally on the client

device 102 in the above example at a location having a full path of

"C:/Robyns_Files/CService/job_search/resume.txt. A relative path to a document

can be constructed by removing the registered location from the full path for the

document. In this example, the relative path "/job search/resume.txt" may be

formed. The relative path may be associated with file related activities such as a

list of recently used documents, a list of items pinned to an application user

interface and/or menu, favorite items, and so forth. Now, the relative path(s) and



activities may be roamed to the other devices, such as to the other client device 104

as depicted in Fig 2.

[0036] In implementation, the relative path may also be associated with or include

a service identifier, a short name for the collaboration service like "CS", a numeric

ID such as "22," and so forth. Other metadata may also be associated with a

relative path including but not limited to an icon or other visual indicator to use

with items from the service, a path identifier to support multiple paths for a single

service, a uniform resource locator (URL) for the service to provide a link to access

help, install the service if appropriate, manage settings, and so forth. The service

identifier may be implemented as a separate parameter or data field that is

associated with the relative path. In another approach, the path may be configured

to include the service identifier. For example, the service identifier may be inserted

at the beginning of the relative path. For the above examples, this approach forms

relative paths such as "CS/job_search/resume.txt" or "22/job_search/resume.txt."

In this case, the relative path is created by replacing the registered location with a

corresponding service identifier.

[0037] At a device that receives data associated with roamed paths, such as the

other client device 104, full paths to corresponding local versions of documents

may be constructed by adding (e.g., pre-pending) the registered location 204 for the

device to the relative paths. If a service identifier is included in the path, the

service identifier may be replaced by the registered location 204 to form the full

path. For instance, continuing the preceding example, a path

"D:/Program_Files/Work_docs/CService/job_search/resume.txt" for the text file

may be constructed at the other client device 104 by combining the device specific

registered path "D:/Program_Files/Work_docs/CService" with the relative path

"/job search/resume.txt," or, if appropriate, by replacing a service identifier (e.g.,

"CS", "22", etc.) with the registered path. The constructed path may then be used

in various ways within applications and user interfaces of the device to reference

and/or properly link to a locally stored version of the text document.

[0038] Thus, various interaction with files 208 at a device may be tracked and

synched between devices using registered locations specific to different devices and



relative paths used for roaming activities as just described. A few illustrative

scenarios are depicted in Fig. 2 including some example acts that are designated

using respective letters and may be implemented by the recognition module 119,

file synch module 114, or otherwise. For instance, the recognition module 119 may

be configured to monitor, detect, and track various activities related to files 208,

which may involve various actions for processing files and folders. As shown in

relation to the client device 102 in Fig. 2, when a processing action 212 is

performed on a file, the action is detected and act "A" obtains the file/folder name

and the full path for the file to associate with the activity. Act "B" looks-up the

registered location 204 and removes the location/path from the full path that is

obtained to construct a corresponding relative path. The relative path may also be

associated with or constructed to include a service identifier as described above.

Now, Act "C" uses the relative path to record the activity in association with the

corresponding file. As shown, data matching relative paths for files to activities

may be written to an activities list 202 of the client device 102.

[0039] As mentioned, a variety of different activities with cloud content and other

files are contemplated. By way of example, Fig. 2 illustrates an edit file 214 action

in which changes are made to a file 208. In this scenario, the file may be updated,

stored locally, and synched via the file synch module 114 and collaboration service.

In addition, the activities list 202 may be updated with a reference to the edited file

to record the interaction with the file, such as by adding the file to a list of recently

used documents and/or recording the file edits using a relative path. Fig. 2 also

illustrates a pin file/folder action 216 in which an item is pinned to a location

within an application user interface such that a representation of the item and/or a

link to the item is made available in the location whenever the application user

interface is rendered, so long as the item remains "pinned." Thus, links to "pinned"

files may be persistently available within a user interface of a particular application.

The activities list 202 may be updated to reflect the pinned item, such as by adding

the file to a pinned items list using a relative path. In this way, the pinned items

may be roamed to other devices. Other file interactions are also contemplated such



as saving, copying, moving, creating a file, adding an item to a favorites list, and so

forth.

[0040] Accordingly, the activities list 202 is representative of data recorded in

relation to different kinds of activities that enables roaming of the activities

between different devices. For instance, the activities list 202 can include one or

more of a recently used documents list, a favorites list, and a pinned items list, to

name a few examples. The activities list 202 may combine activities associated

with both cloud content (e.g., synched files) and local content that is not synched

with other devices. Relative paths may be employed for cloud content to make the

activities list 202 independent of device specific paths. Service identifier may be

incorporated with the list items to distinguish between different services. As such,

the activities list 202 having relative paths for cloud content may be roamed from

device to device.

[0041] In some embodiments, the collaboration service 126 maintains a server

activities list 210 that may be updated to reflect activities across multiple devices.

For example, the server activities list 210 may be stored as profile data associated

with a client account. Individual devices may authenticate to the client account and

synchronize local activities lists 202 with the server activities list 210. For

example, as shown in relation to the other client device 104 in Fig. 2, a

corresponding activities list 202 may be downloaded or otherwise synchronized to

reflect roamed activities. Various processing actions 218 may cause the other

client device 104 to output a user interface or portion of a user interface configured

to present activities with files 208 including roamed activities associated with cloud

content.

[0042] Act "D" retrieves activities associated with relative paths from activities

list 202, which may be used to generate full paths for the other client device 104.

To render a device specific activities list, the registered location 204 of the other

client device 104 is retrieved and act "E" prepends the path for the registered

location to relative paths of the activities list 202 to form full paths corresponding

to versions of the files 208 at the other client device 104. Act "F" uses the full

file/folder paths that are constructed to render an activities list 220 for the other



client device 104. Activities list 220 may also combine roamed items for cloud

content with items for local files that are not synched/roamed. Here, the rendered

activities list includes appropriate representations and links to various locally stored

versions of files 208 including some representation/links for roamed items.

[0043] Accordingly, act "G" may detect a selection of a synched file/folder from

the rendered activities list, which causes an application to open the appropriate file

at 222 using the constructed path. In this manner various activities associated with

cloud content may be roamed between devices used to interact with the content.

[0044] Having considered an example environment and scenarios, consider now a

discussion of some example procedures for recognizing cloud content in

accordance with one or more embodiments.

Example Procedures

[0045] The following discussion describes recognizing cloud content techniques

that may be implemented utilizing the previously described systems and devices.

Aspects of each of the procedures may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or

software, or a combination thereof. The procedures are shown as a set of blocks

that specify operations performed by one or more devices and are not necessarily

limited to the orders shown for performing the operations by the respective blocks.

In portions of the following discussion, reference may be made to the environment

100 of FIG. 1 and the diagram 200 of FIG. 2. In at least some embodiments, the

procedures may be performed by a suitably configured computing device, such as a

client device that includes or otherwise makes use of a file synch module 114

and/or a recognition module 119.

[0046] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure 300 in which cloud content

is recognized and associated with corresponding identifiers. A local storage

location is registered on a computing device for files associated with a

collaboration service (block 302). A device specific location may be registered

using a suitable data object as described previously. The registered location

provides a top level path for files associated with a particular collaboration service.

Thus, the data object acts as a designated place where a service can store a path and



applications may obtain the path to recognize and treat corresponding files as

synched cloud content from the service.

[0047] It should be noted that multiple different collaboration services may be

registered on a single device. Additionally, multiple paths corresponding to the

same collaboration service may also be registered. In this case, each path may be

related to corresponding paths on other devices using common identifiers. The

identifiers are the same across devices even though the paths associated with the

same identifier on different devices may be different. The identifiers enable

matching of related paths across different devices.

[0048] Files are detected that correspond to the registered location (block 304)

and the detected files are recognized as cloud content associated with the

collaboration service (block 306). For example, a productivity suite, word

processor, or other application of a device may operate to render files at least some

of which are cloud content. Various interactions with files that occur via

applications may be detected including opening files, editing/saving files, adding

the files to a favorites list, pinning a file to a list and/or location in an application

user interface, or otherwise accessing a file and performing activities on the file.

When files are accessed in some manner, files that are arranged logically in local

storage under the registered location may automatically be detected and recognized

as cloud content. This may occur by determining that the path name for a file

contains or is otherwise tied to a path for the local storage location that is registered

for the device. For example, links to files, path names and other references to files

may be parsed by the recognition module 119 to detect references that contain the

registered location. Files corresponding to references that contain the registered

location are then recognized as cloud content associated with a collaboration

service to which the registered location belongs. Therefore, the recognized cloud

content is associated with the corresponding collaboration service and treated

accordingly.

[0049] Indications for display via one or more applications are output to reflect

association of the recognized files with the collaboration service (block 308). For

example, file system icons, list designators, text colors, shading, graphics,



animations and/or other indications representing collaboration services may be

presented to show that content items are associated with respective collaboration

services. Thus, a recently used documents list or other activity list may include

icons representing collaboration services with particular list items to indicate

association of these items with respective collaboration services. In another

example, custom collaboration service icons/graphics may be employed by an

operating system, file systems, and/or various applications of a device to show

associations of files and folders with particular collaboration services. Thus, even

though a cloud content document may correspond to a particular client application,

such as a word processing or spreadsheet program, a custom icon indicative of a

collaboration service may be used to represent the document rather than using an

icon designated for files of the particular application. The particular icon or other

indicator to use for identification of a particular collaboration service may be

provided via metadata that is stored along with a registered location. In this way, a

user may be able to quickly distinguish cloud content from other content of a

device based on visual indications that may be provided with cloud content.

[0050] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure 400 in which paths for

activities with recognized cloud content are constructed using relative paths.

Activities are ascertained that are associated with relative paths for files synched

across multiple devices via a collaboration service (block 402). This may occur in

any suitable way. In one approach, a local activities list 202 of a client device may

be synched to a server activities list 210 that represents activities with files

performed across multiple devices. This may involve editing the activities list 202

to reflect changes, downloading the server activities list 210 to replace the local

version, and so forth. In at least some embodiments, the server activities list 210

may be accessible via a corresponding client account. Local activities lists 202 of

multiple devices may also be synched one to another in a peer-to-peer manner

without relying upon a server activities list 210.

[0051] Paths are constructed to local versions of the files in local storage of a

computing device by combining the relative paths with a registered location for

files associated with the collaboration service on the computing device (block 404).



Here, relative paths may be retrieved from the synched activities list 202 and

combined with a registered location 204 that is recorded to a designated data object,

such as a registry entry. An application may be configured to look-up or otherwise

obtain the registered location 204 by reference to the designated data object. The

registered location 204 may be added (e.g., pre-pended) to the relative paths to

form full paths that are appropriate for files stored locally by the computing device.

[0052] As mentioned, multiple registered locations corresponding to the same or

different collaboration services may be registered on a device in some scenarios. If

multiple registered locations are employed, service identifiers and/or path

identifiers associated with the registered locations and relative paths may be used to

match items to appropriate registered locations. The service identifiers correspond

to top-level paths for different services, whereas the path identifiers correspond to

multiple sub-paths or folders that may be registered in connection with a single

service. Thus, metadata associated with relative paths may include numeric or

other identifiers that indicate a particular service, path, and/or place to obtain a

corresponding registered location. The identifiers may correspond to a position in a

registry, list, a database record, or other data object where multiple registered

locations are maintained. Thus, a full path for an item may be constructed by

looking-up a registered location from a position designated by an identifier that is

associated with the relative path for the item and combining the registered location

from the position with the relative path for the item.

[0053] A list of activities is rendered that uses the constructed paths for list items

corresponding to the files associated with the collaboration service (block 406). In

other words, items for recognized cloud content included in the rendered lists are

rendered using the constructed paths. This may include showing the path in the list

and/or configuring links to items in the list to use the constructed paths.

[0054] Fig. 5 is a flow diagram depicting a procedure 500 in which activities for

recognized cloud content are roamed between devices. A designated location is

established for synched files associated with a collaboration service in local storage

at a computing device (block 502). For instance, a registry entry or other suitable

data object may be implemented to store a registered location at a device for files



associated with a particular collaboration service. Applications may be configured

to reference the registered location to implement activity roaming between devices

and distinguish between "offline" local files and cloud content that is synched with

other devices.

[0055] Activities are tracked that correspond to the synched files on the

computing device using relative paths to the files at the designated location (block

504). Here, various activities performed upon or with synched files may be

tracked. As discussed, synched files associated with designated locations for

collaboration services may be recognized as cloud content. Based on this

recognition, activities corresponding to the synched files (e.g., cloud content) may

be stored using relative paths to the files. The relative paths may be constructed by

referencing the registered location and removing the path for the registered location

from the full path for files. Thus, a database or list that relates various activities to

relative paths for synched files may be formed.

[0056] A list of activities including the relative paths of the synched files is

roamed to another computing device to enable the other computing device to match

the activities to corresponding synched files located at specific locations in local

storage of the other computing device (block 506). Here, a list of activities formed

at one device may be synched to other devices. The list may be indicative of recent

interaction of a user with files such as to edit or otherwise manipulate a document,

add items to a favorites list, pin items to a user interface and so forth. These and

other activities may be related to files using the relative paths described previously

herein. The activities list may be uploaded via a collaboration service and

optionally stored as a server activities list. Other devices may access and/or

download the activities list from the server or directly device-to-device via the

collaboration service. This enables devices to synchronize their activities lists one

to another.

[0057] A device may use the relative paths associated with activities to match

activities performed by another device to versions of synched files stored locally.

In one approach, full paths to local versions of synched files may be constructed by

adding a registered location for a device to the relative paths used in activities list.



In this way, each individual device may create a device specific activities list that

uses constructed paths (e.g., combinations of registered paths and relative paths) to

correctly reference local versions of synched files.

[0058] Having considered some example procedures, consider now a discussion

of an example user interface for interaction with recognized cloud content in

accordance with one or more embodiments.

Example User Interface

[0059] Fig. 6 depicts generally at 600 an example user interface 602 for an

application the enables various custom interactions with recognized cloud content.

In this example, the user interface is depicted as an interface for a word processor

application. In particular, a page configured to display a pinned items list 604, a

recent documents list 606, and a recent locations list 608 for the word processor

application is presented. The page may be exposed responsive to a selection of a

"Recent" menu item (as illustrated), selection of a navigation control, when the

application is launched, or otherwise.

[0060] In accordance with techniques described herein, items in the example lists

may include items corresponding to activities that are roamed between devices

using relative paths. Items in the list may also be selectable to navigate and render

corresponding documents. As such, the items in the lists may be associated with

links to local storage locations of corresponding documents. For roamed items,

paths for the links may be constructed by combining relative paths with a registered

location as previously described.

[0061] As also discussed previously, recognized cloud content may be rendered in

connection with visual identifiers to show association of the cloud content with

corresponding cloud services. Various types of identifiers are contemplated such as

icons, animations, shading, coloration and/or other visual graphics and effects

suitable to distinguish cloud content items/documents from other items/documents.

Such identifiers of cloud content may be employed wherever list items, graphics,

links and other references to cloud content appear on a device. This may include

various representations of recognized cloud content provided in file lists exposed

within user interfaces for the operating system, a file manager program, and other



applications of a device, as desktop items (e.g., file or folder icons), and/or with

pinned items, to name a few examples. In other words, visual identifiers for

recognized cloud content may be employed throughout the user experience

provided by a device.

[0062] For example, default icons may be changed to service specific icons for

recognized cloud content. In the depicted example, a cloud icon 610 is used with

multiple listed items to represent that these items are cloud content from a

particular collaboration service. For folder locations in the recent locations list 608,

the cloud icon 610 is shown as being incorporated with a folder icon. A globe icon

612 is also shown in relation to a letter template item in the recent documents list

606. The globe icon 612 may correspond to another, different collaboration service

with which the letter template is associated. Thus, a variety of visual identifiers

may be employed within an application user interface (and elsewhere on a device)

to show associations of content with one or more collaboration services.

[0063] In some embodiments, activity lists that are roamed to a device may

include items corresponding to a service that is not available (e.g., not installed) on

the device. For example, assume that the letter template presented with the globe

icon 612 is associated with a collaboration service that is not installed on or is

otherwise not available on the device. The item may still be recognized as cloud

content. To do so, metadata and/or other identifiers may be referenced from a

roamed activities list. This data enables the device to recognize that the content

corresponds to a particular collaboration service and determine that a path is not

registered for the particular collaboration service.

[0064] Cloud content that is recognized as being associated with an unavailable

service may be handled in various ways. In one approach, the content may be

ignored and/or may not be shown within activities lists. Alternatively, items may

appear as unavailable or inactive items in the lists such as by disabling links,

"graying out," and/or or otherwise configuring and presenting the items as

unavailable. In addition or alternatively, a notification that a file/service is

unavailable and/or prompt to install a corresponding service may be output

responsive to selection of an item associated with an unavailable service. Thus, if



the letter template in the above example is selected, a prompt may appear giving a

notification and/or selectable option to install a corresponding collaboration service

to enable the user to access the related document. A selectable option to install

may be configured using a URL that is provided as metadata associated with a

relative path or registered location as discussed previously.

[0065] Other customizations of an application user interface for cloud content are

also contemplated. For example, controls to access and/or save items to cloud

content locations may be incorporated within the user interface 602 as menu items,

selectable buttons, and so forth. In one approach, an application may look-up

registered services when the applications loads and customize the user interface

accordingly to add functionality or otherwise modify the user interface to include

custom features corresponding to registered services that are discovered. Service

may be discovered by referencing registered locations for the services stored via

registry entries or other suitable designated data objects as discussed herein. The

modification of functionality to accommodate recognized cloud content is

illustrated in Fig. 6 by custom save to menu items 614 and 616 corresponding to

different collaboration services. The custom save to menu items 614 and 616 may

be added to the menu when registered locations for the collaboration services are

discovered.

[0066] Naturally, a variety of different types of custom functionality and controls

may be enabled within an application user interface for recognized cloud content of

which the depicted save to menu items 614 and 616 are representative examples.

Other examples may include, but are not limited to, links to open folders

corresponding to a collaboration service, a hyperlink to a website for one or more

collaboration services, a collaboration service configuration and settings page,

auto-save options for discovered services, and so forth.

[0067] Having considered an example user interface, consider now a discussion of

an example system and components of the system that can be employed to

implement embodiments of the techniques for recognizing cloud content described

herein.



Example System and Device

[0068] FIG. 7 illustrates an example system generally at 700 that includes an

example computing device 702 that is representative of one or more computing

systems and/or devices that may implement the various techniques described

herein. The computing device 702 may be, for example, a server of a service

provider, a device associated with the client (e.g., a client device), an on-chip

system, and/or any other suitable computing device or computing system.

[0069] The example computing device 702 as illustrated includes a processing

system 704, one or more computer-readable media 706, and one or more I/O

interfaces 708 that are communicatively coupled, one to another. Although not

shown, the computing device 702 may further include a system bus or other data

and command transfer system that couples the various components, one to another.

A system bus can include any one or combination of different bus structures, such

as a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, a universal serial bus,

and/or a processor or local bus that utilizes any of a variety of bus architectures. A

variety of other examples are also contemplated, such as control and data lines.

[0070] The processing system 704 is representative of functionality to perform

one or more operations using hardware. Accordingly, the processing system 704 is

illustrated as including hardware elements 710 that may be configured as

processors, functional blocks, and so forth. This may include implementation in

hardware as an application specific integrated circuit or other logic device formed

using one or more semiconductors. The hardware elements 710 are not limited by

the materials from which they are formed or the processing mechanisms employed

therein. For example, processors may be comprised of semiconductor(s) and/or

transistors (e.g., electronic integrated circuits (ICs)). In such a context, processor-

executable instructions may be electronically-executable instructions.

[0071] The computer-readable media 706 is illustrated as including

memory/storage 712. The memory/storage 712 represents memory/storage

capacity associated with one or more computer-readable media. The

memory/storage 712 may include volatile media (such as random access memory

(RAM)) and/or nonvolatile media (such as read only memory (ROM), Flash



memory, optical disks, magnetic disks, and so forth). The memory/storage 712

may include fixed media (e.g., RAM, ROM, a fixed hard drive, and so on) as well

as removable media (e.g., Flash memory, a removable hard drive, an optical disc,

and so forth). The computer-readable media 706 may be configured in a variety of

other ways as further described below.

[0072] Input/output interface(s) 708 are representative of functionality to allow a

user to enter commands and information to computing device 702, and also allow

information to be presented to the user and/or other components or devices using

various input/output devices. Examples of input devices include a keyboard, a

cursor control device (e.g., a mouse), a microphone, a scanner, touch functionality

(e.g., capacitive or other sensors that are configured to detect physical touch), a

camera (e.g., which may employ visible or non-visible wavelengths such as

infrared frequencies to detect movement that does not involve touch as gestures),

and so forth. Examples of output devices include a display device (e.g., a monitor

or projector), speakers, a printer, a network card, tactile-response device, and so

forth. Thus, the computing device 702 may be configured in a variety of ways as

further described below to support user interaction.

[0073] Various techniques may be described herein in the general context of

software, hardware elements, or program modules. Generally, such modules

include routines, programs, objects, elements, components, data structures, and so

forth that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. The

terms "module," "functionality," and "component" as used herein generally

represent software, firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof. The features of

the techniques described herein are platform-independent, meaning that the

techniques may be implemented on a variety of commercial computing platforms

having a variety of processors.

[0074] An implementation of the described modules and techniques may be stored

on or transmitted across some form of computer-readable media. The computer-

readable media may include a variety of media that may be accessed by the

computing device 702. By way of example, and not limitation, computer-readable



media may include "computer-readable storage media" and "communication

media."

[0075] "Computer-readable storage media" may refer to media and/or devices that

enable persistent and/or non-transitory storage of information in contrast to mere

signal transmission, carrier waves, or signals per se. Thus, computer-readable

storage media refers to non-signal bearing media. The computer-readable storage

media includes hardware such as volatile and non-volatile, removable and non

removable media and/or storage devices implemented in a method or technology

suitable for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data

structures, program modules, logic elements/circuits, or other data. Examples of

computer-readable storage media may include, but are not limited to, RAM, ROM,

EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile

disks (DVD) or other optical storage, hard disks, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape,

magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or other storage device,

tangible media, or article of manufacture suitable to store the desired information

and which may be accessed by a computer.

[0076] "Communication media" may refer to a signal-bearing medium that is

configured to transmit instructions to the hardware of the computing device 702,

such as via a network. Communication media typically may embody computer

readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data in a

modulated data signal, such as carrier waves, data signals, or other transport

mechanism. Signal media also include any information delivery media. The term

"modulated data signal" means a signal that has one or more of its characteristics

set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal. By way of

example, and not limitation, communication media include wired media such as a

wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acoustic, RF,

infrared, and other wireless media.

[0077] As previously described, hardware elements 710 and computer-readable

media 706 are representative of instructions, modules, programmable device logic

and/or fixed device logic implemented in a hardware form that may be employed in

some embodiments to implement at least some aspects of the techniques described



herein. Hardware elements may include components of an integrated circuit or on-

chip system, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-

programmable gate array (FPGA), a complex programmable logic device (CPLD),

and other implementations in silicon or other hardware devices. In this context, a

hardware element may operate as a processing device that performs program tasks

defined by instructions, modules, and/or logic embodied by the hardware element

as well as a hardware device utilized to store instructions for execution, e.g., the

computer-readable storage media described previously.

[0078] Combinations of the foregoing may also be employed to implement

various techniques and modules described herein. Accordingly, software,

hardware, or program modules including applications 112, file synch module 114,

recognition module 119, resource manager 120, collaboration service 126 and other

program modules may be implemented as one or more instructions and/or logic

embodied on some form of computer-readable storage media and/or by one or more

hardware elements 710. The computing device 702 may be configured to

implement particular instructions and/or functions corresponding to the software

and/or hardware modules. Accordingly, implementation of modules as a module

that is executable by the computing device 702 as software may be achieved at least

partially in hardware, e.g., through use of computer-readable storage media and/or

hardware elements 710 of the processing system. The instructions and/or functions

may be executable/operable by one or more articles of manufacture (for example,

one or more computing devices 702 and/or processing systems 704) to implement

techniques, modules, and examples described herein.

[0079] As further illustrated in FIG. 7, the example system 700 enables ubiquitous

environments for a seamless user experience when running applications on a

personal computer (PC), a television device, and/or a mobile device. Services and

applications run substantially similar in all three environments for a common user

experience when transitioning from one device to the next while utilizing an

application, playing a video game, watching a video, and so on.

[0080] In the example system 700, multiple devices are interconnected through a

central computing device. The central computing device may be local to the



multiple devices or may be located remotely from the multiple devices. In one

embodiment, the central computing device may be a cloud of one or more server

computers that are connected to the multiple devices through a network, the

Internet, or other data communication link.

[0081] In one embodiment, this interconnection architecture enables functionality

to be delivered across multiple devices to provide a common and seamless

experience to a user of the multiple devices. Each of the multiple devices may have

different physical requirements and capabilities, and the central computing device

uses a platform to enable the delivery of an experience to the device that is both

tailored to the device and yet common to all devices. In one embodiment, a class of

target devices is created and experiences are tailored to the generic class of devices.

A class of devices may be defined by physical features, types of usage, or other

common characteristics of the devices.

[0082] In various implementations, the computing device 702 may assume a

variety of different configurations, such as for computer 714, mobile 716, and

television 718 uses. Each of these configurations includes devices that may have

generally different constructs and capabilities, and thus the computing device 702

may be configured according to one or more of the different device classes. For

instance, the computing device 702 may be implemented as the computer 714 class

of a device that includes a personal computer, desktop computer, a multi-screen

computer, laptop computer, netbook, and so on.

[0083] The computing device 702 may also be implemented as the mobile 716

class of device that includes mobile devices, such as a mobile phone, portable

music player, portable gaming device, a tablet computer, a multi-screen computer,

and so on. The computing device 702 may also be implemented as the television

718 class of device that includes devices having or connected to generally larger

screens in casual viewing environments. These devices include televisions, set-top

boxes, gaming consoles, and so on.

[0084] The techniques described herein may be supported by these various

configurations of the computing device 702 and are not limited to the specific

examples of the techniques described herein. This is illustrated through inclusion



of the recognition module 114 on the computing device 702. The functionality of

the recognition module 114 and other modules may also be implemented all or in

part through use of a distributed system, such as over a "cloud" 720 via a platform

722 as described below.

[0085] The cloud 720 includes and/or is representative of a platform 722 for

resources 724. The platform 722 abstracts underlying functionality of hardware

(e.g., servers) and software resources of the cloud 720. The resources 724 may

include applications and/or data that can be utilized while computer processing is

executed on servers that are remote from the computing device 702. Resources 724

can also include services provided over the Internet and/or through a subscriber

network, such as a cellular or Wi-Fi network.

[0086] The platform 722 may abstract resources and functions to connect the

computing device 702 with other computing devices. The platform 722 may also

serve to abstract scaling of resources to provide a corresponding level of scale to

encountered demand for the resources 724 that are implemented via the platform

722. Accordingly, in an interconnected device embodiment, implementation of

functionality described herein may be distributed throughout the system 700. For

example, the functionality may be implemented in part on the computing device

702 as well as via the platform 722 that abstracts the functionality of the cloud 720.

Conclusion

[0087] Although the invention has been described in language specific to

structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the

invention defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific

features or acts described. Rather, the specific features and acts are disclosed as

example forms of implementing the claimed invention.



CLAIMS

1. A method implemented by a computing device comprising:

registering a local storage location on the computing device for files

associated with a collaboration service;

detecting files corresponding to the registered location;

recognizing the detected files as cloud content associated with the

collaboration service; and

outputting indications for display via one or more applications of the

computing device to reflect association of the recognized files with the

collaboration service.

2. A method as described in claim 1, wherein registering the local storage

location comprises storing the local storage location via a data object designated for

registration of locations for files corresponding to collaboration services.

3. A method as described in claim 2, wherein the data object comprises a file

system configuration and settings entry.

4. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the files comprise synchronized

offline files with versions stored locally on multiple devices to which the files are

synchronized.

5. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the indications comprise icons

representing the collaboration service for display with corresponding items

presented in an activities list.

6. A method as described in claim 1, wherein detecting files corresponding to

the registered location comprises parsing references to the files to detect references

that contain the registered location.

7. A method as described in claim 1, wherein the one or more applications

comprise a productivity suite that integrates multiple office productivity modules.

8. A method as described in claim 1, further comprising:

detecting a processing action performed by an application upon a particular

file of the recognized files;

constructing a relative path to the particular file by removing a path for the

registered local storage location from a full path to the particular file; and



using the relative path to add an item that described the processing action for

the particular file in an activities list.

9. One or more computer-readable storage media comprising instructions that,

when executed by a client device, implement a recognition module configured to

perform operations comprising:

ascertaining activities associated with relative paths for files synchronized

across multiple devices via a collaboration service;

constructing paths to local versions of the files in local storage of the client

device by combining the relative paths with a registered location for files associated

with the collaboration service registered on the client device; and

rendering a list of activities that uses the constructed paths for list items

corresponding to the files associated with the collaboration service.

10. One or more computer-readable storage media of claim 9, wherein the

recognition module is further configured to perform operations comprising:

recognizing files stored in local storage of the client device under the

registered location as cloud content associated with the collaboration service;

tracking activities of one or more applications with the files recognized as

cloud content using relative paths formed by removing the registered location from

paths to the files in the local storage; and

roaming, via the collaboration service, a list of the activities for the files

recognized as cloud content using the relative paths to enable other devices to

match the activities to corresponding versions of the files in local storage of the

other devices.
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